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Description
I've noticed that the link wizard in TYPO3 v9 lists all content-elements of a page regardless of language, thus it's possible to link to a
non-related content element, i.e. it's possible to select/link to a german content-element from an english record.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #89701: Link wizard lists only content elements o...

Closed

2019-11-18

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #88690: Translated content elements are not avail...

New

2019-07-05

Associated revisions
Revision 2fd159f5 - 2019-05-27 06:44 - Susanne Moog
[BUGFIX] Respect sys_language_uid when fetching records for link browser
The link browser now respects the sys_language_uid of the active
page record when selecting content elements to link to instead of
showing all content elements on that pid.
Resolves: #88382
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-Id: I3f292f7af3bdfb746811f8f3937216b18a777520
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60775
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision 8a1e581c - 2019-05-27 07:03 - Susanne Moog
[BUGFIX] Respect sys_language_uid when fetching records for link browser
The link browser now respects the sys_language_uid of the active
page record when selecting content elements to link to instead of
showing all content elements on that pid.
Resolves: #88382
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-Id: I3f292f7af3bdfb746811f8f3937216b18a777520
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60828
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2019-05-17 14:24 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60775
#2 - 2019-05-21 08:28 - Gerrit Code Review
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Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60775
#3 - 2019-05-27 06:44 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 9.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60828
#4 - 2019-05-27 07:00 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 2fd159f577bd23cab757a68852d084aa7f3abd13.
#5 - 2019-11-18 12:15 - Jennifer Wissel
- Related to Bug #89701: Link wizard lists only content elements of the default language added
#6 - 2019-12-23 22:49 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
#7 - 2021-03-17 10:33 - Arne Uplegger
- Related to Bug #88690: Translated content elements are not available in linkbrowser of the ckeditor in free mode added
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